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ABSTRACT
The teachers, scientific workers, referents and students of the Technical University of Košice (Slovakia) works on development and permanent improving of the quality management system (QMS) at the Technical University of Košice compliance with rules ISO 9001:2000 and its consecutive certification. In this paper are presented information about experiences with application and development of Quality Management System on Technical University of Košice in area of higher education, science projects realization and enterprising activities from manager point of view.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the proposal of project of Quality Management System (QMS) building on Technical University (TU) of Košice, Slovakia the management of university prepared the policy of quality. This policy was prepared with aim of Long-term Objective of university includes an obligation to fulfil the requirements of QMS and obligation of permanent improvement of its efficiency. Quality policy objectives of Technical University of Košice are subscribed by quality goals of university, these are short-term (appointed for 1 year), real, measurable and regularly evaluated by university. State of quality securing in Technical University of Košice is published in Report about QMS of university, which was composed according to requirements of international standard ISO 9001:2000 and applied to university conditions. Results for individual activities realized on Technical University of Košice are described in Annual reports of university.

2. HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM IN SLOVAK REPUBLIC
The Slovak term "vysoká škola" ("school of higher education", literally "high school", compare the German name Hochschule), which for lack of other expressions is also translated
into English as "college", can refer to all schools of higher (i.e. tertiary) education, or in a narrower sense only to those schools of higher education that are no universities.

The first university on the territory of Slovakia was the Universitas Istropolitana (Academia Istropolitana) founded in 1465. The main and largest current university in Slovakia is the Comenius University in Bratislava.

The 2002 Act on Schools of Higher Education distinguishes public, state, and private schools of higher education (colleges):

- Public schools of higher education are the basic case. They are established by law. The vast majority of schools of higher education is of this type. They are financed by the government and possible business activities.
- State institutions of higher education are all military, police and medical schools. They are established through the corresponding ministries of the government. They are financed by the government and possible business activities.
- Private institutions of higher education are established and financed by non-government institutions, but approved by the Ministry of Education. This type of school is still quite rare.

Before entering any school of higher education for which there are more applicants than places offered, the applicants have to pass entrance examinations. These examinations take very different forms at particular schools. The "maturita" results of the applicant are usually also taken into account when evaluating whether he can become student of the school. Since the number of branches of study and of schools of higher education increased considerably in the course of the late 1990s (although at the cost of quality of the studies), the general percentage of those not being accepted to these schools decreased considerably over the same time period. As a result, the percentage of Slovaks with higher education has increased considerably over the last decade.

The studies are organized within the following study programmes and "stages" (also translated as levels). Each school must provide at least Stage 1:

**Stage 1**: Bachelor study programme; 3-4 years; title: "Bachelor" (bakalár, abbr. "Bc.")

**Stage 2**, or Stage 1 + Stage 2 (Stage 2 lasts 1-3 years):
- Master's study programme; title: "Master" (magister, abbr. "Mgr.") [in art studies: Master of Arts (magister umenia, abbr. "Mgr. art.")]; additional titles after passing a doctoral viva voce are: in natural science "Doctor of Natural Sciences", in pharmacy "Doctor of Pharmacy", in social sciences and art sciences "Doctor of Philosophy", in law studies "Doctor of Laws", in teaching studies "Doctor of Pedagogy", in theology "Doctor of Theology".
- Engineer study programme; title: "Engineer" (inžinier, abbr. "Ing.") [in architecture "Engineer of Architecture" (inžinier architekt, abbr. "Ing. arch.")] 
- Doctor study programme; titles: in human medicine: "Doctor of Medicine", in veterinary medicine "Doctor of Veterinary Medicine", in dental medicine: "Doctor of Denatal Medicine".

**Stage 3**: Doctorand study programme; 3-4 years; titles (placed behind the name):
- a) basic title "Philosophiae Doctor" (doktor, abbr. "PhD.")
- b) in art studies "Doctor Artis" (doktor umenia, abbr. "ArtD.")
- c) in Catholic theology "Licentiate of Theology" (licenciát teológie, abbr."ThLic.") or "Doctor of Theology" (doktor teológie, abbr. "ThDr.")

The Act on Schools of Higher Education 2002 distinguishes:
- University-type schools of higher education: They provide study programmes at all three stages and with a considerable proportion of the 2nd and 3rd stage. Only these schools are allowed to use the word "university" in their name.
3. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN HIGHER EDUCATION

A Quality Management System (QMS) is a system that outlines the policies and procedures necessary to improve and control the various processes that will ultimately lead to improved business performance. One of their purposes is quality control in education area.

The concept of quality evolved from inspection, measurement and testing, which had been in practice for many, many years. Long ago, an artist or a sculptor took pride in his work and as a result always tried to excel in what was created. Mass production systems brought the concept of inspection by someone other than the craftsman in the first half of the 20th century. Application of statistical control came later as a result of World War production methods. Quality management systems are the outgrowth of work done by W. Edwards Deming, a statistician, after whom the Deming Prize for quality is named.

Quality, as a profession and the managerial process associated with the quality function, was introduced during the second-half of the 20th century, and has evolved since then. No other profession has seen as many changes as the quality profession. The quality profession grew from simple control, to engineering, to systems engineering. Quality control activities were predominant in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. The 1970s were an era of quality engineering and the 1990s saw quality systems as an emerging field. Like medicine, accounting, and engineering, quality has achieved status as a recognized profession [3].

Quality management is a method for ensuring that all the activities necessary to design, develop and implement a product or service are effective and efficient with respect to the system and its performance.

The International Organization for Standardization created the Quality Management System (QMS) standards in 1987. These were the ISO 9000:1987 series of standards comprising ISO 9001:1987, ISO 9002:1987 and ISO 9003:1987; which were applicable in different types of industries, based on the type of activity: designing, production or service delivery. The standards have been regularly reviewed every few years by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The version of these standards was revised in 1994 and was called the ISO 9000:1994 series; comprising of the ISO 9001:1994, 9002:1994 and 9003:1994 versions. The last revision was in the year 2000 and the series was called ISO 9000:2000 series. However the ISO 9002 and 9003 standards were integrated and one single certifiable standard was created under ISO 9001:2000. Since December 2003, ISO 9002 and 9003 standards are not valid, and the organizations previously holding these standards need to do a transition from the old to the new standards. The ISO 9004:2000 document gives guidelines for performance improvement over and above the basic standard (i.e. ISO 9001:2000).
The Quality Management System standards created by ISO are meant to certify the processes and the system of an organization and not the product or service it. ISO 9000 standards do not certify the quality of the product or service.

The quality of higher education has emerged as a key element in the establishment of the European Higher Education Area, and in supporting national progress and competitiveness. Thus quality assurance is one of the main action items of the Bologna Process. In the Berlin and Bergen Communiqués the European Ministers of Higher Education committed themselves to supporting further development of quality assurance at institutional, national and European level, and stressed the need to develop mutually shared criteria and methodologies on quality assurance. They also stressed that the primary responsibility for quality assurance in higher education lies with each institution itself and this provides the basis for real accountability of the academic system within the national quality framework. They agreed that the national quality assurance systems should include evaluation of programs or institutions that would involve internal assessment, external review, participation of students and the publication of results [1].

4. DEVELOPMENT OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ON TU OF KOŠICE

Management of Technical University of Košice decided for the Quality Assurance of university processes through the implementation of Quality Management System according to ISO 9001:2000 requirements that promotes the adoption of a process approach and is focused to the enhancing of customer satisfaction by meeting their requirements.

In the beginning of this project it was very important for us to understand well the connections between our university goals (stated by management) and benefits which we'll achieve through the implementation [2].

In order to secure compatibility of the university control systems with every single administrative unit of the university in entire organizational structure and processes with requirements of the international standards EN ISO 9001:2000 Quality Council of the Technical university of Košice (QC TU) was created by the decree of university rector. Functions, organizational structure, authorities and responsibilities of this council are defined in the statute of QC TU (signed 1. 5. 2004). Faculty QC and rector QC are subjects to QC TU. Rector of TU is responsible for asserting the principles of the quality management system of TU. Taking care of the understanding, enforcement and maintenance of the Quality policy he cooperates with vice-rectors and in faculty scope with deans in all fields of activities while securing the quality of TU.

Quality monitoring procedures are described in individual organizational instructions (OI). In the scope of QMS the map of processes on TU was created where managerial, basic and support processes were defined. Individual processes were redistributed to so-called sub-processes, which are described in OI and operation orders of TU. As the main processes was defined: education, science and research, business. Every of these processes are described in organizational instruction where the criterions of quality monitoring are defined as well. These are [7]:

1. Education (OI/TUKE/H1/01): - student’s interest in study and study programs, selection process results, number of students registered for an academic year, test results from component subjects, credits from subjects, final exams results from subjects, successfullness of study through years (subjects, final state exam results, final successfullness of study, number of graduates, pedagogical demand of teachers) departments (faculties) TU.

2. Science and research (OI/TUKE/H2/01): - number of national and international projects of research and development planned, number of international projects of research and
development, financial resources amount from international projects, number of national projects of research and development granted, financial resources amount from national projects of research and development, number of finished projects (international projects including), number of projects finished and applied in business groups, publish activity, number of patents and inventions, project’s fulfilment in time period given, efficiency of the achieved results of research and development – practicality of appointed goals fulfillment, quality of complex conference service, workshops, exposition, active part in internal and international conferences.

3. Business (OI/TUKE/H3/01): - total business activity costs per calendar year, business activity’s profits, economic result of business activity, number of contracts on less than 1666 Eur signed per calendar year, number of contracts on above 1666 Sk signed per calendar year, number of contracts for one-time rental signed, number of discussions with potential customers, profits from contract’s fulfillment, number of customers with whose the contracts were signed, contracts on above 3333 Eur, contracts with foreign companies. Business activities are considered through university management, rector’s college and Science council of TU once per year.

Figure 1. Processes in QMS on TU of Košice

Monitoring procedures for individual projects of TU are described in procedural diagrams and descriptive tables for relevant OI. For measuring customer’s satisfaction level separate instruction was created: Customer’s satisfaction measuring. Entries (indicators) defined in order of TU processes monitoring are adequate and extensive enough to suggest applicative remedies after analyzing them.

In the scope of maintenance and improvement of quality management system, so-called Report from performance rating of QMS of TU once per year is being prepared. This report gives an overview about quality level of individual processes (in the scope of the map of processes on TU) and the results of analysis are overturned to suggested remedies. Alongside an internal audits are running on TU (according to OI/TUKE/P6/01 Quality audits). Audit’s results are noticed in audit’s reports where recommended remedies are suggested including
5. CONCLUSION

Both the higher education institutions management and employees must be committed, and participate in the process of change for a successful implementation of ISO 9000. Quality management system can be effective only if all the staff understand the sense of quality assurance and appreciate that their individual and collective responsibilities are essential for the operational procedures to work effectively. For the successful realisation of each project, which means “the change” for organization, is needed to inform the employee well and to assure their involvement. People are the essence of any organisation and their full involvement enables their abilities to be used both for the project goals and organisation's benefit. It is necessary to communicate the objectives and targets for the implementation of the QMS with all the staff.
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